Online Donor Fund Information
Provide up-to-the minute fund information to donors and/
or fund trustees with 24/7 access via FundWeb.net. They can
determine and produce their most meaningful results, thus
reducing the need for paper statements. They can also make
grant recommendations online. FundWeb.net integrates with your
foundation’s current website and works with Pearl, FIMS*, and
other integrated foundation management software.

Online Fund Statements Improve Donor Service
› Provide secure access to up-to-date fund

› Provide detailed transaction information for any

› Eliminate paper statements, reducing duplication

› Accept online donor grant recommendations
› Integrate with your current web site
› Use with Community Pearl, FIMS*, or other database

information 24 hours a day/7 days a week

revenue or expenditure category

and distribution costs

› Allow donors to specify financial periods, such as
their own fiscal year or quarter

› Optionally consolidate fund statement for affiliate

software

or family fund groups

Bromelkamp Company: Connected. Committed. Creative.
›	Connected to our customers. › Committed to outstanding service. › Creative design for inspired solutions
At Bromelkamp, we are committed to outstanding service and provide personalized customer support. Guaranteed.
In fact, we have unparalleled support in the industry because we offer exceptional personalized training and service
and focus on customer satisfaction, not on contracts or annual fees.

*FIMS is a product of MicroEdge

Connected. Committed. Creative.
www.bromelkamp.com › info@bromelkamp.com › 1.888.290.9087

Online Donor Fund Information for community foundations
›	Concise overview of the financial status of your fund
›	Indication of date range for data available
›	Self select date range of data displayed
›	Available fund grouping for affiliates and family fund groups
›	Donor recommendation form available
›	Drill down to details for any summary line includes dates,
amounts and names

›	Contributions list downloads to MSExcel spreadsheet for
ease of use

›	Summary and all levels of detail are printer friendly
›	Foundation specific branding
›	Contact information for the foundation

These are examples only.
FundWeb.net is customized
to the look of your website.

FundWeb.net pricing
FundWeb.net sells for $3,700 plus the customization needed to integrate with the current website.
Annual hosting fees apply. Please contact us for a detailed estimate.
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